Introduction
Cubic splines are of much use for approximating solutions of simple two-point boundary value problems for both linear and nonlinear ordinary differential equations. In the present paper, we shall give its mathematical foundation by the use of Urabe's method QSH? which is quite universally applicable.
We consider the following two-point boundary value problem:
(i) *co= with boundary conditions
where /(£, #, uf) is defined and twice continuously differentiate in a region D of (z, x, w/)-space intercepted by two hyperplanes £ = 0 and t = l.
We rewrite the problem (l)-(3) in the following form:
(6) 
t \ w h (t)-2]
PpQsi-r -p) (nh=l) with undetermined coefficients a_ 3 .
p=-2 \ fi / p=-2 a_2 5 ---3 otn-i and $_2, /?_i,---5 0 n -i-The above x h and w h will be an approximate solution to the problem (4)-(7) if they satisfy ( 8 ) ±*(0 = «»(0 ( 9 ) w h (t} = Pf(t, Xh (t\
Here P is an operator defined by (P/)(«)= E f(t p }L t (t\ where L/0 is ( P =-2, -1,..., B -l).
Any two piecewise linear functions coincide with each other if and only if they coincide at the nodes, therefore we see that equation (9) is equivalent to the following system of n + l equations:
The boundary conditions (10) and (11) give two equations:
The number of undetermined coefficients is 2n, + 5 and the conditions (12) -(15) precisely give the requisite number of equations. For the convenience of the analysis, we rewrite (12)-(15) in the following form:
In what follows, the system of equations (16) 
Some Properties of Spline Functions
In what follows, for any
by \\<p\\) and for any finite dimensional vector c, we shall denote its Euclidean norm by \c\. 
, where fa and 1 2 0^0 positive constants independent of h, and
Proof. Since #>(£) is a quadratic polynomial on (j^,, ^+1] (jo = 0, 1 5 2,.-., 7i -1), it can be written on \jkp, t p+ i^ as follows:
Here it is easily seen that p(f,)= c *-'+ c *-i , y(^)= c *-i~c»-8 t and ft IHI 2 = 2?
Therefore it follows that = "S A {Y Here it is easily seen that y(t.)= , 6 2A
; and -^ + )= c,-1 -3c
Hence likewise as the proof of lemma 2, we have easily the conclusion of the present lemma. 
